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Opinion

New York Times sees

profiling where statistics suggest the opposite

By: Timothy P. Carney

Examiner Columnist

05/13/10 6:34 AM PDT

I suspect few things excite the New York Times more than a chance to posit systemic racism at the NYPD.

Today, the Times turns to the Center for Constitutional Rights for the ammo. The story’s about a questionable

practice — police stopping people on fairly slim grounds — but the goal is to posit racial profiling. Here’s the

smoking gun:

According to the analysis of the 2009 raw data by the Center for Constitutional Rights, nearly

490,000 blacks and Latinos were stopped by the police on the streets last year, compared with

53,000 whites.

But once stopped, the arrest rates were virtually the same. Whites were arrested in slightly more

than 6 percent of the stops, blacks in slightly fewer than 6 percent. About 1.7 percent of whites

who were stopped were found to have a weapon, while 1.1 percent of blacks were found with

one.

These numbers actually point towards there being no racial profiling in these street stops. First, we need to set

aside the legitimacy of the stops at all — I’m not convinced the cops should stop folks for “furtive looks” or

“other.”

If blacks were being stopped just for being black — and not for displaying traits suggesting they might be

breaking the law — then the arrest rate for blacks after stops would be lower than the arrest rate for whites

after stops. The uniform six percent arrest rate suggests that cops are using the same standards for blacks and

whites.

Let me take a step back and grant two points:

(a) it’s possible the cops, after stopping these people, are arresting blacks on thinner grounds than whites,

which would also suggest profiling in the stops. But the article doesn’t try to make that claim.

(b) Giving wide latitude to police, allowing them to stop and search people just for “furtive looks” is certainly

an opportunity for abuse, and racism. The fact that the numbers point in the opposite direction speaks in favor
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Survey: Signs positive for Newsom to win Lt. Gov. primary

San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom looks well-positioned to win next Tuesday’s Democratic primary for

lieutenant governor, according to a recent survey. The mayor holds a...

—Erin Sherbert

Historic preservationists to mull Parkmerced plans

City preservationists are scheduled to discuss post-World War II Parkmerced architectural heritage that could

be jeopardized by plans to triple the number of apartments in the...

—John Upton

Supes to vote on parking meter contract

On Wednesday, the Board of Supervisors Budget and Finance Committee will hold a hearing on a proposed

amendment to an existing contract for collection of The City’s 23,000...

—Joshua Sabatini

Northeast Embarcadero study meeting canceled

A presentation on ways to improve the waterfront along the northeast side of the Embarcadero scheduled for

Wednesday was canceled so a few community groups could unify their...

—Kamala Kelkar
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More Under the Dome posts...

Unions now protesting churches

Recently, we saw that the SEIU held a 500 person protest at the home of a bank executive, while his

14-year-old son was home alone, afraid and barricaded in the bathroom. (See...

—Mark Hemingway

Michael Yon sounds the alarm about Afghan war

Those who have followed Michael Yon’s work and appreciated his prescience about the lurch toward civil

war in Iraq and the subsequent military turnaround there after the...

—Chris Stirewalt

SEIU fails in attempt to challenge Democrat who voted against Obamacare

The SEIU made big noises about challenging Democrats who voted against Obamacare. They even promised

to create their own political party in North Carolina to challenge Rep....

—Mark Hemingway

Nancy Pelosi says ‘The Word’ guides her politics

Pelosi has a long and tortured history of trying to assert her Catholic credentials as a lawmaker. I don’t think

there’s much to be said about her latest attempt at...

—Mark Hemingway

More Beltway Confidential posts...
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Shooting, stabbing in Mission district after Carnaval

Scoop: Why did Heidi leave Spencer?

Police ID man who died of overdose at rave

It’s a foggy, flight-delayed week

Annual rave under fire after death

Drinkers keep The City's ambulances busy

Eco-Urban Festival returns to Union Street

Obstacle remains for Castro Trader Joe’s

Powell St. cable car lines disrupted

Man found dead at Market and Octavia identified
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Dickey: Posey’s arrival should signal the end for Molina

Very quickly after Buster Posey was promoted, Giants... Full story

Local

Chewing gum fee on hold pending study

Don’t worry about an extra fee on that gum... Full story

Scoop

Scoop: Why did Heidi leave Spencer?

Why did Heidi Montag decide to leave husband Spencer... Full story
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